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Compliance Reporting Software now available for Project Server 2003 Free Download!
Tampa, FL – Project Server Support, Inc. announces the release of the PSSI Compliance
Reporting Tool (PCRT) version 2.
One of the single biggest reasons companies don’t maximize return on their project management
system investment is user compliance – the appropriate and timely use of the system against an
established reporting cycle. In keeping with “you can only manage against what you measure” (or
at least report), PCRT helps answer the following typical questions and more:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who submitted time reports last week?
Who submitted less than the expected amount of time last week?
Which users on which projects have updated actuals which are pending approval?
When did Project Web Access Users last connect?
What is the update history last quarter for all users?
Which projects are out of sync with resource timesheets?

PCRT generates reports directly from the Project Server database tables to display resource and
project manager compliance information and are not reliant on any SQL analytical processes to
function. These reports will give you targeted information that pinpoints gaps in compliance of
what users are expected to do for each reporting period. This provides the information needed to
manage performance and to ensure stakeholders have access to accurate and useful project
metrics.
PCRT is available with an easy install routine at no charge to organizations that use Project
Server as their enterprise project management solution. “Our clients have found these reports to
be incredibly useful in raising the bar on project management performance” says Tom Sherry, a
PSSI Principal. This tool offers Actual Usage Reports that can be printed, exported to Microsoft
Excel, and that allows data to be grouped to view information in a number of ways. The tool can
even show which tasks have been “rejected” by project resources. Sherry laughs: “Everyone
loves to see the rejected tasks by resource report!”
“These reports are not available in Microsoft Project Server and are necessary for any
management team to monitor actual use the system and to ensure the system is utilized the right
way and in a timely manner,” says Ray Coker, also a Principal with PSSI. “With PCRT you have
the information to take action to manage user performance and ensure your project data is more
accurate, complete, and suitable.”
PCRT version 2 is available as a free download for use by qualified companies and
organizations. You can request your free version of PCRT at www.pssi.biz.
Project Server Support, Inc. (PSSI) is a professional services firm offering project management
consulting and training services for Microsoft’s Enterprise Project Management (EPM) solution,
Project Server.
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